Once a customer implements GenRocket, they can create and organize as many test data projects as required to support numerous applications within their organization. Developers and testers working on the same applications often require similar types of test data and sometimes at different times during the SDLC.

Instead of re-creating a synthetic test data project, leveraging an existing project that provides the test data needed saves time and speeds up test data provisioning. When there are many test data projects and project versions, it’s important to be able to categorize the projects to make them easy to find.

With GenRocket’s Project Categorization feature, you can easily categorize and tag projects.

This approach helps project creators and organization administrators organize projects in the way that best suits their organization, making it easy for others to find and utilize them.

### Key Features

- Flexible project categorizing and tagging hierarchical structure
- Assign projects to one or more categories and tags within a line of business
- Any user can search for a project based on category and/or tag names, either from the project dashboard or G-Portal

### Benefits

- Organize projects based on logical and intuitive structure
- Easily search for projects either from the Project Dashboard or G-Portal to find project and re-use it
- Reduce time to create test data by leveraging an existing project!

For More Information about **Project Categorization**, visit the **GenRocket Knowledge Base**